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Newcomer Larsen, at Nordstrom Gallery
By Elisabeth Matthews

Dan Larsen
There is something so inspiring an artist who knows what he wants
to do and goes after creating it. This is exactly what Dan Larsen has
done over the last four years. A contractor by trade and artist by design,
Larsen paints in an industrial fashion. Utilizing paints similar to
automotive paint, he has developed a technique which allows him to
interpret polished cut stones, water, flowers and all things splattered.
After having had the opportunity to paint several cars and metals,
Larsen realized that this highly toxic paint (he uses a full face mask and
respirator) was smooth and glittery and a dream to work with. The tiny
pieces of glass infused in the paint makes his art shine.
“I had an idea to make a painting with a new formulation of industrial paint that I had used in construction. I made the piece, about five
feet by five feet and found a six inch section that turned out like a cut,
polished piece of stone”, he says. “I then worked for 3 years to try and
figure out how I made that patch.”

Other influences are closer to home. In addition to his father, Larsen’s
grandmother and two brothers are artists. Growing up in a home where
tools of the trade were out in the open served as a constant reminder to
all things creative.
A painter and a tradesman
While his father struggled to make money by painting signs and
anything that came his way, Larsen says that his sanguine dad made
sure that all three sons had a trade to fall back on.
“Would I quit my day job? No way,” he says. “I really enjoy what I
do. I have this ability to fully see the finished product in my mind and
then I just have to work my way there. I love both painting and the
construction work.”
Larsen’s enthusiasm carries through his work. “I’m a happy person.
I want to share my happiness. Especially in the Pacific Northwest where
we need more springtime .”

Unformed Rainbow / Dan Larsen

After preparing his panel, Dan takes a deep breath and lets go of
conscious thought, preferring to let the subconscious guide his hands
through the organic process of creation. The bulk of his paintings start
with just red, blue and yellow. He then mixes them on his palette as
his needs arise.
Flinging and dripping
Using many methods - brush, air brush, flinging, dripping –
anything that feels right in the given moment, Dan tries not to let his
conscious mind influence the work too much. “I have to work fast,
before the paint sets up, so I can bend the edges into place before the
paint chips,” he says. While the conscious mind does get involved, he
limits conscious control to the overall balance of the composition.
Elements of Larsen’s creativity are similar to the great American
abstract artist, Jackson Pollack, whose methods have been a source
of inspiration.
Close up, Unformed Rainbow / Dan Larsen

